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Abstract-This paper describe an adaptive algorithm for signals companding in the field of power 
quality monitoring systems, where the amplitude of signals disturbated with electromagnetic 
disturbances which affect the power supply quality can be very high, in last decades has increase the 
interest for ensure power quality and electromagnetic compatibility.   
  

I. Introduction 
 
 With a few decades ago power quality assurance was the ability to deliver electric power without 
interruptions. In present the number of non-linear loads has increased, new devices more sensitive to 
the electromagnetic disturbances has appeared and customers requirements are higher than ever before 
[14], due the increase of electromagnetic compatibility problems which affect many industries. Power 
quality monitoring systems for automatic detection and classification became an indispensable tool in 
any industry and in time they have been developed for adaptation to requirements more and more 
higher. 
 The electromagnetic disturbances which may appear in power supply networks and may have a 
negative influence for operation of devices and equipments are classified in more categories, presented 
as follow: transient phenomenons (impulsive transients and oscillatory transients), short duration 
variation (interruptions, undervoltages and overvoltages), long duration variation (interruptions and 
slow voltage variations), voltage imbalances (are caused by the different values of rms phase voltages 
or of the phase angles from consecutive phases), waveform distorsions (DC offset, harmonics, 
interharmonics and noise), power frequency variations and flickers (power supply voltage fluctuations 
which affect illumination intesity from incandescent lightning, their severity is appreciated function of 
human eyes disconfort) [8]. 
 From previous classification the most frequent disturbances are those which affect signal amplitude 
from power supply network. For disturbance mitigation and extraction in industrial distribution systems 
are used various topologies and control algorithms. 
 In telecommunication field for compading are used A-law in Europa and μ-law in USA. At their 
development two objectives were to decrease the dynamic range for humane voice and posibility to 
distinguish signal sequences with low levels. The same requirements are necessary also for 
disturbances monitoring, where amplitudes can reach 10 KV while a typical data aquisition board has 
an imput range of ±10 V, so it is necessary a dynamic range compression first, before data aquisition, it 
fallows aquisition and signal recovery by dynamic range expanding. On the other hand the amplitude 
of sinusoidal power supply signal can be significant smaller than disturbances. It must be used different 
compression levels for the possibility to distinguish between them, the level increases as the sample 
values increase.  
 

II. Signals companding 
 
 From statistical data was observed that for low frequency transients from the total number of  
impulses 1-2 % have amplitudes higher than 500 V and 0.1 % exceed 3000 V, also the last category 
have reduced frequency but the impulses can apear a few time a month and affect certain equipments 
[11]. 
 For signal aquisition with amplitude up to 10 KV the first step is dynamic range compression. It can 
be used a functional transformer [1], [3], with the scheme described in figure 1 and with the transfer 



function presented in figure 2 a) and detailed in figure 2 b). Actually the figure 2 contain two transfer 
functions, ideal function and the real function. At the last in areas of breakpoints apare differences 
because of the diodes used. After a signal aquisition the next step is expanding using the inverse 
transfer function. For small errors it is important to know the shape of real transfer function.  
 

 
Figure 1. Functional transformer 

a)                                                                                                        b) 
Figure 2. Transfer function 

 
 Using a few known points of transfer function its shape can be obtained by aproximation or 
interpolation. The polynomial curve fitting is a mean square approximation method for calculation of 
an approximation polynom. As the degree of  polynom increases, the roundings errors and computation 
time increase too, for this reason it is preferred utilization of a polynom with a degree as small as 
possible. Figure 3 a) describes the results obtained for polynomial curve fitting with polynoms of 
degree 3, 7, 10 and 16. The figure contains significant oscillations which means significant errors. 
Figure 3 b) is obtained for spline interpolation with 9, 11 şi 21 de points, in this case the oscillations 
decrease as the number of points increases, because resulted function converges to the real transfer 
function, this thing is not happening always for polynomial curve fitting. In figure 3 c) was used 
piecewise cubic Hermite interpolation with 7, 9 şi 21 points and in comparasion with previous two 
cases the resulted function is the closest to real transfer function. 

a)                                                                                                     b) 



 

c) 
 

Figure 3. Aproximation and interpolation of transfer function 
 
 From the previous pages piecewise cubic Hermite interpolation it apears to be the best method for 
ideal transfer fuction interpolation. 

 
III. Algorithm description and results 

 
 In the algorithm are used 7 points from ideal transfer fuction: (-10000, -10), (-2000, -8), (-500, -5),   
(0, 0), (500, 5), (2000, 8) and (10000, 10) interpolated using 72 points. For the two breakpoints from 
quadrant 1,  (2000, 8) and   (500, 5), the values of y is adapted using successive approximation with a 
adaptive step for companding errors minimization with the help of a test signal (sinusoidal signal 
disturbated with a biexponential pulse with high amplitude in the first case and with an oscillatory 
transient in the secod case). After that the values of y of simetrical points from quadrant 3 are adapted 
(with the same values but opposite polarity) and finally all the points are interpolated. It is obtained a 
new transfer function closer to the shape of real function.  
 For algorithm implementation is used a loop, but before this first is calculated the expanding error 
using the ideal transfer function. Then in loop for the breakpoint (2000, 8) the values of y is adapted by 
subtraction with a adapted step. After each modification of step the expanding error is recalculated 
using the new value obtained and if the error decreases the step increases two times and if not the step 
decreases half. 
 The loop exit conditions are three connected between them using the logic operator AND. The first 
condition is the decrease of expanding error under a certain imposed threshold, the second is the 
polarity change of this error (the error decreases to zero and at a certain moment the polarity is 
changed) and the third is the decrease of sinusoidal signal amplitude error to the value 220 under a 
certain imposed threshold. 
 Table 1 and 2 present the results obtained with the new transfer function for sinusoidal signals 
disturbated with a biexponential pulse with variable duration and amplitude 9000 in first table and 
variable amplitude and duration 0.46 ms in the second table. In the table 3 and 4 are used sinusoidal 
signals disturbated with oscillatory transient with frequency 2000 Hz, such a signal may be obtained by 
multiplying a biexponential impulse (with the same parameters like in table 1 and 2) with a sinusoidal 
signal [4]. 
 In the table 1 D is the duration of biexponential pulse, Ed1 amplitude error of test signal, Ed2 
sinusoidal amplitude error to the value 220, both without using the algorithm and Eda1 and Eda2 are 
errors obtained with algorithm, and the amplitude of biexponential pulse is constant. 
 
    Table 1 

D [ms] 0.23 0.46 1.38 2 
Ed1 [%] 3.0015 2.9944 2.9817 2.9869 
Ed2 [%] 18.5955 18.5955 18.5955 18.5955 
Eda1 [%] 0.4595 0.4585 0.4568 0.4575 
Eda2 [%] 5.2393 5.2393 5.2393 5.2393 

 
 In the table 2 Abp is the amplitude of biexponential pulse, Ea1 amplitude error of test signal, Ea2 
sinusoidal amplitude error to the value 220, both without using algorithm and Eaa1 and Eaa2 are errors 
obtained with the algorithm.  



    Table 2 
Abp 1000 5000 9000 

Ea1 [%] 21.5185 22.0651 2.9944 
Ea2 [%] 18.5955 18.5955 18.5955 
Eaa1 [%] 9.3335 1.3886 0.4585 
Eaa2 [%] 5.2393 5.2393 5.2393 

 
    Table 3 

D [ms] 0.23 0.46 1.38 2 
Ed1 [%] 3.0018 2.5354 2.9830 2.9864 
Ed2 [%] 18.5955 18.5955 18.5955 18.5955 
Eda1 [%] 0.4595 0.4604 0.4570 0.4574 
Eda2 [%] 5.2393 5.2393 5.2393 5.2393 

 
    Table 4 

Abp 1000 5000 9000 
Ea1 [%] 21.5471 19.0369 2.5354 
Ea2 [%] 18.5955 18.5955 18.5955 
Eaa1 [%] 9.2990 0.1314 0.4604 
Eaa2 [%] 5.2393 5.2393 5.2393 

 
IV. Conclusions 

 
 Using this adaptive algorithm the errors from signal companding are significant smaller. It use a 
small number of points which means a small number of calculation. Remains to use different test 
signals and to find a solution to reduce more the errors for signals with small aplitudes using a bigger 
number of points. 
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